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The Indian Saree is well-liked not only in India and among Indians but also among many foreigners
across the globe. The origin of these sarees dates back to more than 5000 years, but this 6 yard
spectacle is still in rage mainly because of its grace and the a number of different collections that
are available. Indian sarees differ from state to state, culture to culture.

Bandhini â€“ These sarees are designed by tie and dye style. Red and black the most commonly used
shades. The Gharchola is one of the popular kinds of bandhini style traditional wedding saree of the
Gujaratis and Jains. The material used is silk and cotton.

Patola â€“ Before weaving these sarees the fabric is resist dyed into both warp and weft threads. It is
available in five common traditional colors.

Embroidered Tinsel â€“ The Rabaris and Sodha Rajputs group familiarized these sarees. The gold glit
embroidery designs are the significant aspects of this type of sarees. The cheaper variations of this
kind is the Balla tinsel and Khari work sarees.

Paithani â€“ Exceptional motifs such as parrots, peacocks, trees and plants are woven on these
sarees. The common colours are magenta, peacock green and purples. The designs are done on a
gold base to produce an embossed effect on the saree.

Chanderi and Maheshwari â€“ These are light weighted sarees woven in cotton or silk and are perfect
to be worn in moderately warm regions.

Gadwal â€“ The Banarasi weaving styles can be found in these cotton sarees. These cotton sarees
have silk border along with it. The motifs of Murugan, peacock and rudraksha are very famous.

Banarasi â€“ One of the finest silk sarees of India made in Varanasi. These sarees are one of the most
liked wedding attire in India. The designs have mughal inspired work patterns in it such as flowers,
foliate motifs, kalga and bel.

Kota Doria â€“ It is a master piece of Rajasthan. These are fine quality, transparent cotton or silk
sarees that has graph like designs called khats. The kota Doria is ideal to be worn during summers.

Kanjeevaram Saree â€“ Almost every bridal trousseau consists of the Kancheevaram silk sarees.
These are gold dipped silver threads woven on finest quality of silk. It has elaborate work patterns
and is heavy, durable and expensive when compared to other sarees.

These are only a few types of Indian Sarees. To know more, browse through the widest collection of
Indian saree at CbaZaar to have a hassle free online shopping experience.
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Cbazaar is one of the most popular Indian online clothing shops for Shopping. Cbazaar has the
largest collection of Casual Tunics, valentine outfits and traditional outfit at the most reasonable
price which can be purchased online and are delivered all over the world.
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